Petrography, mineralchemistry and geothermobarometry of enclaves in the Kuh–e-Barandeh volcanic dome (east of Kousf)
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Abstract: The composition of Kuh-e- Barandeh volcanic dome is andesite, dacitic andesite and dacite of calc-alkaline affinity. A prominent feature of this dome is the presence of various types of enclaves with different composition, shape and size. Detailed field and laboratory investigation proved that they are of xenolith and autolith types. The xenoliths are of pelitic and basic protoliths. Xenoliths show two distinct metamorphic events: (1) Regional dynamomorphic event justified by clear preferred orientation and foliation. (2) Thermal metamorphism producing andalusite, sillimanite, cordierite and spinel at the expense of former minerals like biotite, muscovite etc in pelitic rock and green hornblend at the expense of brown hornblend in basic rock. T. P measurement shows that these xenoliths have suffered a range of T.P (768-830 °C and 5-7 Kb) during regional metamorphism and a retrograde contact metamorphism (747-821 °C and 3.6-6.7 Kb).
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